QUADRA DVD shelving unit and bookcase solid cherry wood (Art# 6139)
https://www.woodandmore.de/quadra-dvd-shelving-unit-and-bookcase-solid-cherry-wood__6139.htm
Price per item: 387.20 €
(incl. VAT, excl. Shipping)
Wood / Finish / Color
cherry; glass clear
cherry; glass satinated [+70.00EUR]

Size
W/H/D 85 x 198 x 20 cm (front edge glass pane)
intermediate size 24cm
Inner width 78 cm
Delivery content
1 DVD shelf / bookcase consisting of 8 glass shelves, solid
wood elements, adjustable furniture feet, aluminum tubular
bars, threaded rods, assembly instructions, assemby material
(Delivery without decorative material)
Material
DVD shelving unit / bookcase is made of massive timber
square wood and aluminum tubes which form a stable wall
mounted framework. Safety glass with a thickness of 0.8 cm
is set into deep grooves. The wall mounting is realised by
hidden fittings at the back of the squared wood. Another
highlight of the QUADRA wall shelf are the adjustable
furniture feet, which can compensate uneven floors.
The wood's surface is finely sanded and treated with an
ecological oil.
Usage
The glass panes with a depth of 20 cm are specifically
designed for DVDs and paperbacks. Therefore, this shelving
unit is particularly suitable as a representative living room
shelf for DVDs or books.
Capacity
The DVD shelving unit may hold about 410 standard DVD
cases (normal, single cases) and about 620 CDs (jewel
case).
The individual glass shelves of the wooden shelf may be
equally burdened with about 15kg permanently.
Extras / Special
The specificity of the - reduced to the essentials - Quadra
DVD shelving unit is the delicate, but extremely sturdy
construction. The high quality materials - solid wood,
aluminum and glass - are consciously set in contrast and
can deploy the QUADRA shelf bookcase as a modern
furniture with classic elements of its full effect.
Weight including packing material in kg
41.50
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